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CONSERVING CLOTHING

I will "buy carefully.
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"I will take good care of the things I have.

U. S, Bepartmeft of Agrict^ture

"I will v/aste nothing," j

To da.te, nearly a million persons have indicated their support of this Con-

sumer's Pledge for Total Defense sent out by the Consumer Division of the Office

of Price Administration. Thus, have they shov;n their v/illingness to help in the

total defense of democracy by conserving everyday civilian supplies, such as cloth-

ing, food, house furnishings, and equipment.

the fundamentals of wise v/ardrobe planning," says Ruth O'Brien, chief of the Divi-

sion of Textiles and Clothing, Bureau of Home Economics, U. S, Department of Agri-

culture.

"Ivhen clothing purchases are well planned and each garment bought carefully,'

says Miss O'Brien, "a wardrobe is bound to be better assembled than when clothing

is purchased haphazardly, vrith no thought to checking points of quality. With many

kinds of clothing and textiles becoming limited because of the National Defense

Program, there is more need today than ever to buy clothes that live'— substantial

materials, classically simple lines, basic colors. When clothing must last longer

than usual, it's best to avoid novelties that are doomed in a season or less,"

"When it comes to clothing, the three-point consumer pledge coincides with
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Pirst step in taking care of clothing intelligently is knowing v/hat the

fabric is made of. Methods of cleaning, pressing, removing spots, and storing

vary according to the fibers in a garment*

It will help also in taking intelligent care of clothing if you know v/hether

the color in a material is fast to light and to washing, whether and how much the

garment is likely to shrink, and what special finishes, if any, have been applied

to the material* Best place to find out about these points is at the store when

yon are buying—from labels, clerks, and store buyers,

WASH WOOL CAHE5TILLY

A wool garment needs to be handled with especial care when it is damp,

i^ough handling, hexsh soap, svidden extremes of temperature vrhile v/ool is wet cause

the little scales on the surface of the wool fibers to lock into each other. This

locking or "felting" results in shrinkage - makes wool "boardy," IVhen a wool mat-

erial becomes boardy, there ^s not much that can be done to restore it. If you try

to stretch the garment back to its original shape and size after it has "felted,"

the fibers break into short pieces, which soon work out and x^eaken the cloth.

The right way to wash wool is to use warm, soft water and mild soap. Squeeze

suds through cloth - don't rub. Dry in a warm place, but not near a fire or in

direct sunlight. Stretch knit garments into shape while they are damp and lay

them out flat to dry. Press other wool garments while they are still damp with a

medium-hot iron and a pressing cloth.

WATCE THE IRON V.'HM YOU PRESS RAYON

Some rayons are not washable at all—have to be dry cleaned. For washable

rayons, use heavy lukewarm suds of neutral soaps. Do not rub. And since some

t^.'pes of rayon are vreaker when they are v/et, handle them with particular care.
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Sinse in water the same temperature as the wash v/ater to prevent shrinkage.

Dry on a clothes banger or roll in a Turkish t^wel. Use a moderately warm

iron. And for acet5.te rayons keep the t eEperatt-re of the ircn even io'fer,. It*s

a good idea to try the ta^.peraturc of the iron first on the back pprt of a hem or

on a seam to see if it is so hot it will melt the fabric,

Hayons that are v/ashed are likely to give more -trouble in frayin^r and seam

pulling than those that are dry cleaned. As a guard against this, look for wide

seams with well-finished edges. If a garment doesn^t have there, go over the seams

yourself—overcast or self-stitch the seam edges. Self-stitching is merely turning

the raw seam edge over once then meichine stitching it.

COTtOHS

The sensible way to clean most cottons is to wash them. Colored cottons need

to be fast to washing fend to sunlight if they are to be satisfactory for very long.

And cottons should not shrink more than 2 percent in order to retain the fit of a

garment. Look for definite facts about both these points on labels or on the bolt

ends of yard goods.

If cottons are not labeled color fast to vrashing, they^ll probably need

special laundering attention, Not only are they likely to fade, but if v/ashed in

the same vrater v:ith other clothes they're likely to "bleed" onto other garments.

Handle non-colorfast cottons as quickly as possible in the laundry. Vfash them in

warm water. Never soak them. Dry them quickly.

Textile experts say there's nothing to the old custom of soaking materials in

a solution of salt and v/ater to set the color. It doesn't work; it is a waste of

salt; and it is likely to soak out some of the color.
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STITCH IIT TIMS

In many a modern home, women are re~learning the almost lost arts of patching,

darning, and mending.

The secret of patching and darning successfully is to reproduce the original

as nearly as possihle* A darn should "be smooth—the same color and weave .as the

rest of the garment. A patch should "be matched perfectly—done smoothly and se-

curely.
.

Necessary materials for patching and darning are different sizes of fine need-

les and a variety of colors and sizes of threads in the sewing "basket. Save all

scraps of materials left over when you makie clothes at home—or when you have

readjTnades altered. These scraps may "be used for making patches—or they may be

raveled out to give threads that match for re-weaving.

A tiny hole may make a, garment virtually useless. But if this hole is carefully

rewoven, it can "be invisihle. Professional esta"blisbjiient s that do this work usu-

ally ravel out yarns from material—consider all the colors in the pattern of the

goods—-study the weave so they can reproduce it exactly—and work vdth an infinite

amount of patience, using a magnifying glass. Any homemaker who has the same

patience can do the re-weaving herself.

A type of protective darning that can extend the life of a garment may "be done

"by raveling out yarns from an extra piece of material—then working these into

thin spots—as at the el'bow.

D -
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MEAT CAI^KH^O i~— »

With the settled cold weather of December and January comes the season for

home-slaughtering of Meat. Next on many a farm home.a^erU calendar of special

events is meat canning.

, This year, as a result of the Tnod-foi>-FreedOB oanpaign aBnounoed 07 the U.S.

Department of Agri^lture in S.pte^her. ho.e meat canning talces nn added importance.

For this program emphasi.es the value cf nutritious foods gro.^ and rresorved at

home as a means of improving diets the rountry over.

As a result of the Foed-for-Freedom canpaign, too. m-re meat canning may he

done on a community basis this year. In the past, canning centers for a community

have been found to he an efficient «ay of putting up hor.e-grov.n produce for families

and for schools serving lunches. This year, with canning equipment limited in

many respects as a result of the defense program, community centers can he valu-

able in making the best use of equipment on hand.

In the following paragraphs, canning specialists of the U. S. Department of

Agriculture' s Bureau of Home Economics mafee recom=-,endatlons for meat canning as of

Decem'ber, I9UI.

Conserving Canning Equipment

Meat cannot be canned safely unless there Is a steam pressure canner avail-

able in good condition. Only with steam under pressure is it possible to get the

temperatures of 2U0 to 250 degrees Fahrenheit needed to maice sure of Killing the
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organisms likely to cause spoilage.

Material most used in making steajn pressure canners until recently has been

aluminum, which is now a vital defense material. Therefore any bomemaker who owns

an aluminum canner can help by taking the best car© of it. Other canners are

available in enamelled steel and tinned steel.

No matter what the canner is made of—it should be washed after each use and

stored where it wonH be dented or surfaces roughened. If the canner is of enamel,

take special precautions not to chip it. Keep the safety valve in good working or-

der. Never let the pressure gage get under water, and keep the opening to it clean

with a toothpick.

Check the pressure gage occasionally to see that it is registering correctly.

If it isn't you may not be getting the temperatures you think you are getting in

the canner, and consequently failures and loss of valuable food may result. Pres-

sure gages may be checked with the help of local home demonstration agents or sent

to manufacturers.

In some neighborhoods several families band together to buy a canner among

them—then plan their canning so that all can use it. The community canning cen-

ter carries this cooperative scheme still further by making a comparatively few

canners serve many families.

Zinc, used for certain types of tops for glass jars, is another strategic

material. Take special care of these zinc tops. As long as they are not dented

on the edges, not misshapen, and the porcelain lining is unbroken they may be used

over and over again with a new rubber each time. li)hen you open jars with this type

of lid, never pry it with a knife blade or other metal instrument. That dents the

edge, and ruins the top.
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Special Tips

It is possi"ble to can a great variety of me?t products. But it is more

economic^,! of containers and equipment to can the meat .?lone—then combine it with

other foods and seasonings when it is opened.

. Some homepielcers believe they are conserving jar tops v/hen they use h^ilf-gal-

lon jars for meat canning. In that way one top does cover twice the meat it v ould

in a quart jar. But home economists say that it is dan^cerous practice to c.^m meat

at home in containers larger than a quart glass jar or a number 3 *in can.

. In a larger jar or can of meat, heat penetrates so slowly that much longer

processing periods are necessary— so long they are impractical for home canners.

If the heat does not penetrate so that all the meat is sterilized, spoilage results

and the meat is wasted.

Meat usually is precooked before it is processed. Q,uick:est way to precook

it is to heat the meat in a kettle of water or broth until the red color cha'hges to

brown. Frying is not a satisfactory way of precooking the meat. For the brown

crust that tastes so good if you eat the meat right away becomes hard and dry in

the can and gives the meat a disagreeable flavor.

Meat should be kept cold until it is canned. But watch it carefully to make

sure it does not freeze. Frozen meat may be canned, but it is not a high quality

product

.

Community Meat Canning

"Community fof>d preservation-—families getting together in a neighborly way

to can, brine, preserve, or otherwise store an oversupply for a coming need is as

old as America, and as new as all-out defense," according to a new handbook re-

leased last month by the U. S. Department of Agriculture.
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This handbook tells how to set up a communitj food preservation center. It

takes up all methods of food preservation, lists sources of equipment, suggests

how to finance the center, and tells the kind personnel and supervision desir- •

ahle.

Surpluses of fresh foods canU wait. Therefore it is suggested that any

such centers "be set up before the big season of home grown plenty arrives next sum-

mer—with its planned additional 1,300,000 farm gardens. Meat canning season, which

is shorter and can be regulated more easily, is a good time to establish such a

center-—to see how it works—-and to make necessary adjustments before next summer.

For leaders in the organization of community food preservation centers this

handbook is available free from the U. S. Department ff Agriculture. Its title

is "Food Preservation Cen^;ers," Miscellaneous Publication U72. For home meat

canners, a handbook of canning procedure is also available free from the U. S. De-

partment of Agriculture in Farmers^ Bulletin 1762— "Home Canning of Fruits,

Vegetables, and Meats."
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. DRY BEAImS aw SOYBEAIS
GOOD LO'v-COST FOOD

From Pugest Sound to Key West—from Maine to California—there's unity of

opinion that dry "beans are among the "best of foods,

Slow-'baked v/hite beans v/ith salt pork and molasses are tops with the New

Englander. Blackeyed "beans . or "peas" as they're usually called, flavored with ham

knuckle and comhined v/ith rice, are in demand south of the Kason-Dixon line. Pinto

"beans, seasoned v/ith garlic and chili, are highly regarded in the States "bordering

on Mexico.

However, no matter v/ha.t the type of bean or the flavor of the dish—you can

pretty well lump all of them together as far as food value is concerned, say the

nutritionists of the U. S. Ifepartment of Agriculture, -hey all are inexpensive

energy foods. They contain proteins of fair nutritive ouality. They rate high

as a source of the important mineral iron—the "morale" vitamin 3-],

Because dry beans consolidate all these food values in small, easy-to-keep,

easy-to-ship packages, they have been sent abroad under terms of the Lend-Lease.

Act, They are indispensable in the diets of . our own armed forces.

On the civilian front—dry bea.ns are equally valuable—especially to home-

tnakers operating on modest food budgets. The Bureau of Home Economics in its
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lcyw-<x^s-t adeci.uate diet plans suggest that dry l^eans, dry peas, or peanuts be

included several times a week.

As far as cooking is concerned—dry beans may all be treated alike. And

although a recipe may call for one type of bean, usually almost any other variety

may be suistitut-ed.

Here are-the rules for" successful bean cookery, given by the home economists

in the Department of Agriculture.

Soak beans -l>€fore you cook them overnight or at least 5 or 6 hours, 1 cup

dry beans \d_Ll yield from 2 to 3 cups cooked beans.

To get the most food value from beans, use the soaking water for cooking.

If your" fam.ily—objects to the too-strong flavor of beans cooked this way, however,

use fresh water for- cooking.

Use- soft ^^rater if you can. Hard water toughens the bean skins. ITever ^ use

-soda to -cook" beans. -This destroys the valuable vitamin B-j_ as well as soine of the

other vitamins -present . in smaller amounts in the beans.

Cook' beaas- slowly. .Simmer them on top the stove. Use a slow oven (around

250^ F^). for- baked, beans. Watoh them carefully as they cook and keep adding more

liq.uid.

Season beans with something salt, sour, fresh, crisp, or bright and spicy.

iBsans are bland and they combine well with crisp bacon, ham knuckle, salt pork,

chili, a dash of lemon juice, onion, tomatoes or hot tomato sauce.

Since beans are such good energy foods they are especially adapted to fill-

ing main dishes, ^or a spicy bean stew— cook 1 l/p cups dry beans tender. Brown

1/2 cup chopped onion in salt pork fat, add 1/2 iDound ground lean meat, stir, and

1266-^2-2
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cook slowly for 5 minutes, Com'bine meat, onion, salt pork, and 3 cups of canned

tomatoes with the cooked "beans. Add salt and pepper to taste and simmer until

meat is tender and the flavors well 'blended. This recipe vrill serve six.

Hot 'bean saiAd is an excellent v/ay to use cooked "beans on hand. This dish

is a S8.1ad "in name only," however, because it is filling enough for a main dish.

Cut strips of bacon or salt pork into half inch pieces and fry them to a light

"brow. Add 2/3 cup of chopped onion and brovrn lightlj-. Add 6 cups baked or boiled

"beans, 1 teaspoon of mustard, 1/2 cup of vinegfir , I/2 cup of v/ater, end a dash of

pepper. Simmer until the "beans a."bpor"b the vinegar and v/ater. Serve hot.

An extra good hearty sandwich for the I'-uach pail may be made from "baked

"beans—^well- seasoned, for seasonL g use plenty of minced onion, catsup, and mois-

ten with salad dressing. Or use c}:-o;oped pes.nuts for flavor and te:?'ture contrast,

SOY3E.42TS

In a cla.ss "by themselves are the up-and-coming soybears. Soybeans have all

the food values of dry "beans— except they're lower in car"bohydrates—higher in

proteins and fat. And their protein is of a quality that nearly matches the most

officiant proteins in m.ilk, eggs, cheese, and meat.

Up until a few years ago—a'bout the only soybeans available i^ere the vari-

-eties grov/n commonly for hay or seed. Although these are edible—they a.re not

generally as satisfactory as the special tahle varieties. Certain varieties

classified as "vegetable" varieties can "be more highly recomr ended for table pior-

poses because they rate high as a succulent green vegetable—considered by many in

a class with fresh lima beans or green peas.

All vegetable varieties can be eaten in the green stage, but only the
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yellow-seeded varieties of this group, which cook more easily and have a "better

flavor than the forage and grain varisties, are desirable to cook in dry forni.

Colleges of .Agriealture iu mott States can. furnish infoi-mation as to the

varieties of sojlcans suitable to different localities—those most satisfactory

for use as green soybeans--those best for ugg as dry soybeans.

Soybeans are on the "more" list in the ?oco.~for-Freedoffi pgriciiLtjral g^als

for 19^2 because they are bai important source of vegetable oil—much needed now.

Soybeans . also have been sent abroad under terms of the Lend-Lease Act— soJie- of

theiD as beans— some of them as soye. flour.

As far as hoLiemakers are covicernodj soybeans so fp.r are not generally

available oTer the country in grocer/r st-orc^G, Many farm gar dsns have planted ex-

perirSental plots of them in the past fev; yscrs—used them in both green and dry

form.

: Dry soybeans are cooked and served in much the same way as dry beans—ex-
(

cept that some va-ricties may need longer cooking.

- D _
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From tho countries of South America—-Central Anerica—and the isianas oi

the Csiritbean— coice foodstuffs that nou^'ish, cheer, and delight us.

In fact, nanv of the foods that add zest to c^oT diets ' and Vhich v/e origi-

nally got from the Spice Iplar;d3 of the Pacific or ot'ier fsr-a-way places, nov;

come to us from our dvm good neir^hocrs to the South. Sortunately for consumers

in the United States, there' - no sta-ple food and prrct i^cj^lly no food delicacy

that cannot he ero^vn sorev^here "b-3t?/een our ox-m northern ocundarj and the tip of

South Americans Ca.pe Horn, -

For years we have counted on the other Western Hemisphere repuolics as

our main source of many foods tha.t need a tropical or suhtropical climato. Uow

that trade from the Eastern hemisphere is C'irtailed, v/e look southward for in-

creasing amounts of other foods that vre have "been getting from places now in-

accessihlc, "

The coffee you had this morning came from ond or more of our good ncighhor

countries—and there's plenty more v;here that came from. For most of the \^jorld's

coffee is grov/n in South America, C^sntral America, and the Carihhean islands.

Brazil is by far the largest producer.

Apparently the United States is second to none vjhen it comes to loyalty

to a favorite beverage. For we drink nearly half of the coffee consumed in the

world. The g^ov/th of th© coffee industry has paralleled the growth of the United

States. ' '
'
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In your one cup of coffee may be varieties from several different countries

although "brands of coffee today may contain a single variety, more often they

arc "blends of two or more kinds.

Coffee experts say that the secret of the perfect cup 4s to get a kind you

like freshly roasted and ground, then make it up carefully. Much coffee is ruined

every year, they say, because cooks t3?y to regulate the strength or i^realniess of

coffee by length of cooking time. Correct way to get strong coffee is to use a

stronger blend or to use more coffee. Ere\ving too long brings out a bitter

flavor.

As you rnirnch your Christmas chocolates you can think the happy thought

that supplies of cocoa in this hemisphere are ample. According to history,- cocoa

is one of the foods that America ga.vo to the world. Long before v/hite men en-

joyed it, the Aztec Indians were using cocoa in numerous combine^tions. One of

their favorite strengthening drinks, it is told, was made from ground cocoa beans

and gr&^und corn-—v;ith pepper, chili, spices for flavor—beaten together and taken

cold. Tropical Brazil, the Dominican Eepublic, Ecuador, and "Venezuela are lead-

ing cocoa producers of the V^estern hemisphere.

Sugar is the second most valua.blo export that the V/cstern Hemisphere Re-

publics send to the United States. It is runner-up to coffee. Ordinarily we in

continental United States grow about one third of our own sugar—and depend upon

our insular areas and the Latin American countries, chiefly Cuba, for the rest.

If you take vanilla, you may be reassured to know that we hayc one of the

world's large vanilla-producing areas as a next-door neighbor in Mexico, In

fact it was in Mexico that man first met this most useful member of the orchid

family.

Of all the tropical fruits, the favorite in the United States is th©
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banana, '^e eat thea tho year^ r;H2i;d^aii<y the year- round they come te us mostly

from Mexico^ Oentrol. America.. , and Cuta *

Although coconut 9--arc- grovn mofit ertenaivcly in the Ss-stcrn hemisphere—wo

hare many producing areas in this half of the world, too. Our best sources in

this hemisphere are either in the Cnribtcan or in Central America. Pineapple,

another favorite fniit from the islands of the Pacific, also grov;s in tho coun-

tries to the south—mainly in Cuba and Merico.

Prom our good neighbor countries we also import varying quantities of tapi-

'oca flour, cashew nuts, molasses, dry vegotables, grapes, peaches, pears, plums,

and melons. Because South America' s seasons are just the reverse of ours—many

of our v;inter fresh fruits come from there.

Among the spices and flavorings we gst from the countries of South America,

Central America, and the islands of the Caribbean are allspice, sesams seed,

anise seed, aloes, tonka, beans, irom tonka beans coires the extract of co^imarine

used as a basis for imitation vanilla and numerous other flavorings.

Climatic conditions in parts of many of the countries to the South arc

much the same as those in the islands where most of our spices grovr now.. If

necessary, practically any spice can be grown somewhere in the V»e stern hemisphere

The United States Department of Agriculture in cooperation v/ith the Office of the

Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs has already taken steps to stimulate the

production of some spices and flavorings as v/ell as other food materials in the

Latin-^m#rican countries.

This is a part of a long-time program to develop trade betvreen our grrd

n«lghbor countries and ourselves by encouraging them to grow foods which v;e can-

net grow in the United States economically—v/hich we have not the climate to

grow—or which we cannot grov; in sufficient (quantities,

- 3D -
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There vxas never a year like it in nutrition history.

For in 19^1 many a world event struck home to us the fact that good nu-

trition is one of the foundations of a strong nation, V/e saw the science of nu-

trition—a balDy in World War I—used in the present hostilities "both as a weap-

on of defense and a weapon of offense.

Headline news stories demonstrated that soldiers and civilians need well-

"balanced meals to be strong in "body, sound in mind, and high in morale—that

diets lacking in one or tv;o vital food values can subdue a populace almost as

effectively as famine.

First food headline of paramount importance this year was "LEi'JD-LEASE BILL

BECOMES LAW," March, I9UI.

Passage of this bill made it possible for the President of the United

States to lend or lease war materials to Great Britain to aid the fight against

the totalitarian pov/ers. Among war materials ^A^as food.

With shipping space at a premium and the nation fighting for its life, the

first requirement of all food sent to Britain was that it be a concentrated form

of needed nourishment. Between April 29, 19^1 and November 1, 19^1 » two thirds

of all the food delivered at ship side for shipment to Britain were dairy products,

®ggs, or meats. These are the foods Great Britain needs to balance her diet

I367-U2
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nutritionally. They furnish the proteins, certain minerals, and certain vitamins

needed to round out the food she can provide for herself.

The milk was sent either in evaporated or dried form to "be used in such

ways that Britain^ s own fresh milk supply could "be reserved for children under

12 and expectant and nursing mothers.

Second big food headline of the year— "NATIOML NUTRITION CONFERENCE

ANNOUNCES NATIONAL NUTRITION YAHDSTICK." May, I9UI.

A news-making event in itself was the National Nutrition Conference for

Defense, It v;as called "by President Roosevelt in Washington, D. C. in order to

find what could "be done to improve the Nation's nutrition—to make everyone

strong and fit and ready for i. hat ever lay ahead.

To the conferenrs n'^pi^^ ijOO 1 badex-'-s iu different fields of nutrition rep-

resenting the wholo Unlve-., S^ateSc Iii tI' t , es-d :'.,:/ s-:cs.-:lori.s , the conference

discTissed prnliloms—f criiisa plans to ovei'crrn'-' na"': "Loijal diuv deflei ^'^ncies. The

program outlined at that conf ei'^^ric? 1.^ :xow oelng carried out "by smaller committees

in States, cities, comities, rural oomFunities,

But while the conference itself made news—the National Nutrition Yard-

stick announced "by that conference made history. For the first time, all nu-

trition workers in the United States had one definite high goal at which to aim

in diet planning.

The yardstick—a tahlo of daily allowances of various food values for

persons in normal health—^was formulated after much study and discussion "by top-

notch nutritionists. It was "based on all the facts that laboratory research and

human experience had shown about the foods human beings need for good health.

It is on this yardstick that countless menu plans, marketing lists, rules

of cooking, and the like are being based now throughout the country.

|
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Third big food headline of the year— " JOOD-.FOE-MISSDOM GOALS FOR l^kZ

AMOmCED," September. I9UI.

Enough food for us and enough to help feed the nations resisting the

aggressors—that is a sumiaary of the food goals announced "by Secretary of

Agriculture Claude R. Vickard in September.

The goals called for more milk for cheese, evaporated milk, and dried

milk; more hogs for meat and lard; more chickens for meat and eggs; more vege-

tables for canning; more soybeans and peanuts for oil. Downward went the goal for

v;heat. Cotton and tobacco remained about the same.

The march of time and events has sho\^ already hew v/ise was this planning

for increased food production. For, even though the food goals were set before

Pearl Harbor, they still are all right for the most part. In a fc-v; cases, hov>^-

ever, they may need to be revised upwards.

To the nutrition worker, one of the most cheering things about the Food-

for-Freedom goals is that they take into account the nutrition needs of the

country. This is the first time that the food people should eat from the health

and nutrition angle has been considered in a national program of grov/ing the food

that they are to eat. The protective foods—milk, eggs, vegetables, are on the

list partly because we in the United States v/ould do well to eat more of them,

_ -D- -
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